


Txanton is engaged in the importation, 
distribution and retailing of fine 
wines, premium foods and exclusive 
accessories. 

It is also the perfect point / reference 
of sales in the market for the finest 
grocery products like Olive oils, Beluga 
caviar, Spanish anchovies, the most 
prestigious chocolates in the world and 
many other gastronomic products.

Txanton was founded in 2014 and 
started operations in 2015.

The main hub is located on the second 
floor of Alegria Alta Building, 2294 
Chino Roces Ave. Extension, Makati.



Our goal is to offer the widest and finest selection of wines, jamon and
other premium products with the aim of enjoying them
in the unique and conducive environment of our store.

We aim to share our expertise and passion and with our clients. Our goal is 
inspiring them to explore and enjoy the finest gastronomic products.

TXANTON aims to be the reference in the rapidly expanding fine wine, 
jamón and gastronomy retail market in the Philippines.

We envision ourselves as the jamoneria in the country paired with one of
the most exclusive wine cellar-collections that continues to evolve and
surprise connoisseurs and enthusiasts from all around the world.

We believe in offering a unique experience with every visit in our online 
shop and our physical shop, transforming every customer into a loyal patron 
of our brand.



Txanton is where jamon and wine take center stage. It is a bastion 
dedicated to the enjoyment and appreciation of only the best of 
each, individually or paired together.

 …a perfect place for gifts…



…and celebrations in our three areas…

La Tienda (The Shop) is where you can find a huge selection of fine 
wines, jamones, cold cuts, olive oils, anchovies, caviar and glassware 
to bring home, purchase as gifts or to feast on the spot. The room can 
seat up to maximum of 26.



It’s also a bistro area where you can enjoy some glasses of wine and 
a whole menu with tapas that are very well executed. Definitively the 
perfect venue for intimate reunions, small groups or even a single 
couple. 



La Sala de Cata (The Tasting Room) offers a relaxed and casual 
environment specifically made for tasting and sharing wine, jamón, 
and olive oils. The space is meticulously designed for fine wine and 
food seminars and it’s also ideal for corporate and social gatherings. 
Seating up to 14 persons.



The cellar with over 1,500 special wines opens its doors to one of the 
most unique dining experiences. The wines will be pair with expert 
guidance and dishes prepared by our state-of-the-art full-service 
kitchen. Seating up to 10 persons.



 Preparing “Salazon fish”
 to pair with Bonneau du 

Martray Corton Charlemagne 
Grand Cru 2004.





The wine is sourced from: 

Txanton Torre Wine and Olive Oil Co., Inc. & Private collectors

We have exclusive access to the most extensive fine wine selection in 
the country -  More than 1,500 labels

The finest Wines from Spain, France, Italy, and all over the world

We have direct contact and relationships with the different wineries and 
welcome them to conduct, wine training and private tasting in Txanton.

Our State-of-the-art facility helps to conduct formal and 
casual wine courses, tastings, and dinners. 

Txanton has an extensive know how in fine wine and impeccable reputation in the 
Philippine market. The team is composed of certified professionals in their areas. 



Viña Tondonia winery













 Txanton provides a great concept of jamón experience where you can taste    
 the different flavor profiles of the jamón depending on their breeds and   
 origins. 

Txanton, the first Jamoneria in the  
Philippines, opened its doors on 
November 2015. It brings in jamón 
Serrano, Ibérico and Bellota from the 
4 regions allowed to produce them: 
Guijuelo, Extremadura, Pedroches and 
Jabugo. 



Whether in Spain or abroad, there 
is no denying that everyone loves 
Spanish jamón.
 
Through master carvers (cortadores 
de jamón), Txanton educates and 
teaches customers the benefits of 
eating carved jamón Ibérico. It also 
offers carving services for events.  













Txanton is an importer
and distributor Morvarid Ghorogh 

and Calvisius (Ars Italica) Caviars





Legumes such as fabada beans, chickpeas or lentils are a staple 
in the Spanish cuisine. 

El Maragato is considered as one of the best producers in the country.









Txanton is the  exclusive importer and distributor of different premium wine 
accessories in the Philippines like Vcanter, Zalto, The Durand, and iCEMAX. 

Txanton is the subdistributor of Coravin.



Zalto glasses are best wine hand-crafted glass in the world. Made in Austria.

Zalto Glasses are reserved for events with fine wines celebrated in La Tienda, La 
Sala de Cata and La Gran Añada.



Be a member of our Zalto Club! A Txanton Loyalty Card where you can buy after 
purchasing four Zalto glasses to get exclusive perks! This includes discount on 
consumables for dine-in and a discount for take out.



The Durand is a specially engineered corkscrew for well aged fine wines.  

It is a premium tool for premium wine bottles with corks that have started to 
crumble in time. The Durand makes sure that no small pieces fall inside the 
wine bottle as you are pulling out the cork.



The VCANTER® is the premium decanting machine hand made in the idyllic 
Swiss city of Lucerne. It is an object of highest precision and quality. Besides 
the glossy chrome plated version the VCANTER® can be custom ordered in any 
color of your choice as well as silver-plated and goldplated.



ICEMAX® is perfectly adapted to the bottle shape and keeps it fresh for a long 
time.
 
ICEMAX® owes its performance to its double insulating wall containing clay. 
This patented technology enables to restitute during 2 hours the cold stored in 
the freezer.
 



Take your wine experience to the next level with Coravin! Coravin is a device 
that inserts a needle into a bottle of wine, letting you draw its contents 

without removing the cork—or spoiling the remaining liquid.

Drink any wine, any time, without ever pulling the cork. Whether you want a 
sip, a glass, or more, your last glass will taste just as amazing as your very first.

 



To see items available, visit: https://www.txanton.com.ph/online-store

Txanton is now made more available through our online shop making 
it easier for all to purchase from the comforts of their own homes.

Lots of categories available online.



Operating Hours:
 11:00am to 10:30pm (Mondays to Saturdays)

10:00am to 6:00pm (Sundays)

How to find us: Click Here
Address: Txanton Torre Wine & Olive Oil Co.     

2294 Chino Roces Ave Extension
2nd Floor Alegria Alta Building
Makati City, Philippines 1232

www.txanton.com.ph      
info@txanton.com.ph

+632 88122040 loc. 112 
(02) 88776928 


